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Data Sheet

Gain control over
every printed page.
At every printer.
Fleet-wide user authentication, secure document
release and accurate cost allocation.

Features:
––Apply consistent control and
usability across every networked
printer and MFP
––Easily integrates into existing
network and works across
devices types and brands
––Flexible authentication
techniques, including campus
cards and smart cards for
maximum convenience and
security
––Maintains device security
during network or system
outages through caching of user
credentials
––Intuitive and modern touch
screen design and interaction
reduces training requirements
––Track print and copy costs to
specific users, departments,
budgets or funding sources

The Equitrac PageControl Touch
provides control over every printed
page on any printer or MFP on the
network. Combining authentication,
secure print release and advanced
allocation workflows in a single
interface, this hardware terminal
option for Equitrac Office and
Equitrac Express is perfect for
printers and MFPs that do not offer
embedded control panels.

With the flexibility to deploy on any
networked device and featuring a
common interface across any device
brand or type, Equitrac PageControl
Touch lets users print and copy
responsibly and securely—when
and where they need to.
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Follow-You Printing

Equitrac PageControl Touch supports multiple
authentication techniques, including username/
password entry, PIN or Release Code, or ID
card swipe using HID, Magstripe, Indala, etc.

Once authenticated, users see their available
jobs and can choose to print, delete, save or
even adjust job attributes like changing from
color to black and white.

Billing Code Entry

Campus Cards

Featuring a full soft keyboard and quick access
buttons, the PageControl Touch makes detailed
allocation of print and copy activity quick and
easy, including billing code search and entry

To support pay-for-print and print quota
programs in schools and universities, PCT
allows for authentication and tracking utilizing
popular campus cards.

User authentication and
authorization.
Ensure proper device use
and comply with existing
security processes with flexible
authentication techniques.
––Network username/password
––PIN or Release Key
––ID cards, including smart cards
– Campus cards
Reduce costs and waste.
Support cost reduction initiatives
with powerful control over print and
copy activity.
––Duplicate or unwanted print jobs
can be deleted
––Job preview creates awareness
of the costs of output
––Change to black & white output
to lower per-page cost
––Ensure all activity is properly
allocated

To learn more about Equitrac PageControl Touch, please call 1-800-327-0183
or visit nuance.com
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